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I.

INTRODUCTION

This is the third, and final, article in a series tracing the development ofthe county's
public buildings and the supporting infrastructure. The first article picked up the thread
where the region became an organized political entity as part of Bath County, and wove a
tapestry through the formation of Hyde County with county seats shifting from
Woodstock, to Germantown, then to Lake Landing, and finally settling in Swan Quarter
where it remains today. This original work concluded with the end of the Civil War, and
the second article covered the period from the latter part of the 19th century through 1929,
the year ofthe stock market crash that led directlyto the Great Depression of the 1930s.
This article terminates with 1987, the last year for which microfilmed copies of the Board
of County Commissioners (hereinafter referred to as BCe) minutes are available. The
minutes of meetings held by the BCC served as the primary source of information for this
last article, as it did for the second, although a portion of the information emanates from
personal interviews. The BCC minutes were consistent until 1975, although generally not
as complete in comparison with earlier periods. After 1975 the record is spotty and
lacking in detail.
'
During the period under review, the courthouse and the jail remained focal points of the
county's political and social structure, while an array ofnew facilities, most notably the
Agriculture Building and Health Department, came into existence. Many of these new
facilities emerged from President Franklin Delano Roosevelt's Works Progress
Administration (W. P. A.), an organization that, arguably, spared Hyde County the worst
of the Great Depression by employing local citizens, injecting capital into the local
market, and providing hope in an otherwise desperate time.
Hyde County entered the Great Depression burdened with the debt incurred in previous
decades. The last principal and interest payments on this debt were not made until
January 1962, and only with the release ofthis horrific burden could county officials
devote financial resources to a long overdue courthouse expansion, a consolidation of
schools condemned as unsanitary and unsafe (East Hyde in Engelhard and West Hyde in
Swan Quarter), and improvements to the Davis School in Engelhard and to the O. A.
Peay School in Swan Quarter.
Now, let us proceed to the individual public sector buildings, beginning with the grande
dame of them all, the venerable courthouse.
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II.

COURTHOUSE
A.1930-35

By mid-1931 minor repairs and improvements were being made to the courthouse and the
surrounding property. The BCC authorized, in July, that J. M. (Johnny) Berry be
compensated $11.00 for providing materials and making a cabinet in the Registrar's
office, and ordered the removal of a building for wood and coal built over the magnetic
station in front of the courthouse. W. J. (Dick) Lupton, the author's father, was paid
$10.00 for service in removing the above shed.
The Grand Jury Report of the Fall Term 1932 recommended a new roof.for the
courthouse. The BCC responded in April 1933 by authorizing J. W. Jarvis to repair it,
and in May authorized payments of $8.00 each to Loddie Jarvis and Tom Ballance,
$4.00 to Homer Jarvis, and $2.00 to J. W. Jarvis for a half day onabor and additional
amounts for lumber and lime.
In June 1933 the BCCC reported that W. G. Lowe, Methodist Church pastor and Swan
Quarter resident, had contributed time and labor at the courthouse and on the grounds.
Also in June, the BCC approved payments for unspecified county work to Homer Jarvis
($2.00), Loddie Jarvis ($16.00), and Tom Ballance ($4.00), as well as $1.00 to
Edmond Jarvis for work on the courthouse grounds, payments to the Berry Company of
$1.00 for sheet iron for the courthouse roof and 75 cents for courthouse windows, and 80
cents to W. G. Lowe for lumber used on the courthouse grounds. In August 1933 the
BCC authorized $5.80 for work done on the courthouse and jail and $16.07 for materials
used in the courthouse repairs to J. M. (Johnny) Berry.
A storm damaged the portion ofthe roof over the courthouse vaults, and the BCC, in
December 1933, agreed to furnish the materials with the Civil Works Administration, a
Federal program, doing the work. The Board also authorized small payments to J. M.
(Johnny) Berry for tin and labor at the courthouse.
In June 1934 W. H. Duke received $3.00 for repairing the courthouse bell, and in July
the BCC engaged him to repair the vaults in the offices of the Register of Deeds and the
Clerk of the Superior Court as well as to make window repairs. In December 1934 J. M.
(Johnny) Berry was paid $7.20 for labor at the courthouse and jail, and in January the
BCC approved $9.40 for J. M. Long for vault repairs. In September 1935 J. M.
(Johnny) Berry was paid $5.50 for labor at the courthouse, $1.75 for glass for the door
to the Registrar's office, and $1.10 for screening and lumber, and the following month he
received $4.35 for materials and $2.30 for labor.

B.1936-39
In March 1936 J. M. (Johnny) Berry was paid $5.70 for window and chimney repairs in
the courthouse, $2.25 for two window panes, $1.15 for other materials, and $2.30 for
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labor on the windows and chimney. In July 1936 the Berry Company was authorized
$22.61 for paint and materials, and Fenner Cherry $38.85 for 111 hours of painting. In
December 1936 Fenner Cherry was paid $20,00 for painting the Clerk of the Superior
Court's office and in the vault area, and William I. Cochran was reimbursed for $7.20
advanced to Sam Boomer Jr., $2.25 to Harold Cowan, and 60 cents to M. Flowers, all
for work in the Clerk's office.
In May 1937 the BCC allowed J. M. Long $47.50 for wiring the courthouse. In July
1937 Ben Credle was allowed $1.87 for 15 bushels of sand, J. H. (Joe) Cuthrell $51.25
for carpentry work in the courthouse and around the grounds, and T. W. Spruill $11.35
for lumber, including freight, transported from Pungo. In August 1937 the BCC allowed
the Berry Company $5.30 and Moss Planjng Mill of Washington $22.18 for materials
used in the courthouse, and J. H. (Joe) Cuthrell was paid $46.87 for carpentry work that
included building tables, desks, and other similar items. In September 1937 Harris
Hardware of Washington received $4.25 for five bags of cement, Fenner Cherry $3.50
for 10 hours painting office fumiture, Ben Credle $6.00 for repair work and $2.50 for 20
bushels of sand, and J. H. (Joe) Cuthrell $116.25 for carpentry work.
In October 1937 the BCC decreed that the new courthouse office was to be furnished
with lights and appointed J. M. Long to install the system. Also in October J. H. (Joe)
Cuthrell was paid $128.12 for work on the stmcture and grounds, Fenner Cherry
$47.25 for painting and $3.50 for cleaning walls, windows, benches, and the like, and
Rouse Lupton Jr. $12.00 for labor.
In November 1937 J. M. Long was paid $18.24 for installing four light fixtures in the
courtroom, $2.22 for an angle iron, and $2.75 for an outlet installed in wiring the
courthouse. Also in November Fenner Cherry was paid $9.10 for 26 hours of painting,
Williams & Williams, a Swan Quarter mercantile partnership operated by B. W.
(Warren) Williams and Effron A. Williams, $1.80 for 100 bricks, Moss Planing Mill
$89.45 for materials, and Harris Hardware $81.35 for stove pipes, shovels, one hot blast
heater, and other materials. In December 1937 the BCC approved Fenner Cherry to
receive $11.20 for 32 hours of painting, R. H. Tunnell $10.00 for repairing chairs, the
Berry Company $12.43 for supplies used by J. H. (Joe) Cuthrell and $46.73 for paint,
and Nathan Cuthrell $4.00 for 200 feet oflumber.
The BCC inspected the courthouse in May 1938 and made several recommendations,
including placing the bell at the top of the outside stairs and a fence around both
courtyard privies, with T. C. Tunnell to undertake the work.
In June 1938 the BCC approved the construction of a well in a location on the courthouse
lot that would serve the Agriculture Building and the proposed new jail (see below).
Harris Hardware billed the county $31.27 for materials, which the BCC approved in
August. The BCC also approved in August a payment of$6.75 to J. M. (Johnny) Berry
for repairs in the courthouse and on the grounds, including eight window screens and one
door. In September J. R. (Joe) Mason was paid $4.45 for lumber used in the courthouse
and on the grounds.
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C.1940-45
In October 1940 J. M. (Johnny) Berry was paid $2.85 for courthouse repairs. In
February 1941 Fenner Cherry was paid $4.72 for painting the Register of Deed's office.
Further evidence that work was being performed in the courthouse in early 1941 was
provided by three Moss Planing Mill invoices, one for $13.06 for lumber for the
Auditor's Office approved in May and two unspecified bills of $17.60 and $39.37, both
presumably for the same purpose.
In July 1941 the BCC directed that an oil heating system capable of serving the
courthouse, jail, and Agriculture Building be installed. In October 1941 D. L. (Dan)

Berry appeared before the BCC and made a proposal for supplying the fuel for the new
system, an offer which was accepted. Also in October Percy Sykes was allowed $78.00
for the installation, and C. C. Gibbs of Columbia was allowed $134.30 as a partial
payment for heaters in the courthouse, jail, and Agriculture Building, and the remaining
$200.00 in November.
In June 1942.1. F. Credle was allowed $8.74 for lumber used in repairs. In September
1943 Fenner Cherry was paid $33.00 for painting in the courthouse, and various
payments were authorized for work on the roof, i.e., Bennie Blount $12.25, Charlie
Armstrong $22.75, S. W. (Sam) Boomer $21.00, and Johnny Berry $6.00. In October
1943 Fenner Cherry was paid another $12.00 for painting at the courthouse.
InJanuary 1945 the BCC approved $48.21 to the Berry Company for building materials
for courthouse repairs. The BCC accepted, in April 1945, the offer ofPamlico Ice and
Light Company, an Engelhard enterprise, to provide electricity service with the use of
one meter to serve all the public buildings on the courthouse lot at $29.90 per month.
D.1946-48
In October 1946 Williams & Williams was allowed $151.77 for materials for the
chimney in the Sheriffs office and $140.00 for labor in removing the old chimney and
installing the new one, and Fenner Cherry was allowed $34.00 for painting in the
Sheriffs and County Accountant's offices. In November Cherry was allowed $75.65 for
painting, $18.00 for paint, and 75 cents for installing an upstairs window pane.
The Grand Jury Report of the October Term 1946 recommended a pump be driven on the
lot as a source of public water. In March and April 1947 Fenner Cherry was paid $1.00
for cleaning in the courthouse. In May he was paid another $1.00 for cleaning and $67.50
for labor, using materials procured from the Berry Company for $10.22. The May 1947
Grand Jury Report recommended a facility for women serving as jurors. In June 1947
Cherry was paid $82.00 for painting inside the courthouse, repairing windows, painting
in the jail, and whitewashing and cleaning in the courtyard, and $1.50 for installing
window panes in the jail. In July 1947 he was paid $1.00 for sweeping the courthouse.
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In August 1947 the BCC authorized the Swan Quarter Lions Club to convert part of the
courthouse lot into a children's playground, and in September Fenner Cherry was paid
$16.00 for his labor on the project and another $8.00 for hired labor. In November 1947
Williams & Williams was allowed $6.88 for supplies for the courthouse, and Fenner
Cherry was allowed $8.50 for cleaning in the courthouse and $3.65 for painting the
Register of Deeds office. In December Cherry was paid another $36.00 for cleaning the
courtyard. In October 1948 Cherry was allowed $6.80 for building and constructing
screens for the Clerk of the Superior Court's office.
During 1948 the BCC addressed the issue of public restrooms in the courthouse and
accepted bids. By October the BCC was approving payments related to the project, which
were $22.50 to A. J. Schmitt for wiring and materials, and $50.00 to J. M. Long for
taking measurements and making blueprints. In November Schmitt was paid $26.50 for
installing lights in the courthouse.
E.1949-54
The BCC approved an appropriation of $350.00 for the Goodson Roofing Company of
Raleigh to put a new roof on the main body of the courthouse and $75.00 for labor in the
courthouse vault, the former in September 1949 and the latter in March 1950. In June
1950 Fenner Cherry was paid $30.38 for labor in the judge's courtroom chamber, and in
July R. S. Spencer was allowed $36.50 for linoleum used in the courtroom renovation.
In March 1953 George Bush was allowed $60.00 for painting 48.5 hours in the
courthouse. A full slate of payments was authorized in April: $37.73 to Windley's mill
(the Swan Quarter sawmill leased by Milton Carawan to Ernest Windley, according to
Mona Lou Carawan Hopkins, the owner's daughter) for lumber, $91.34 to Williams &
Williams for materials for courthouse repairs, $62.50 to George Bush for repairs, and
$118.60 to an unidentified party for courthouse repairs. In May 1953 another round of
payments was authorized: George Bush $40.00 for vamishing seats and chairs in the
courtroom, $65.00 for painting the courtroom bar, and $40.00 for painting seats, chairs,
and railings; and George Linwood Cuthrell $243.00 for labor and materials and $887.00
for refinishing the courtroom area, installing a ceiling in the courtroom bar and two light
switches, and doing chimney repair work. In June 1953 A. J. Schmitt was allowed
$34.45 for cement, tiles, sand, lumber, and lumber.
In June 1953 George Bush was allowed $22.50 for painting in the courthouse. In July
1954 Quinn-Miller & Co., a Swan Qumier furniture franchise operated by Carson
Tunnell, was allowed $254.50 for a water cooler, and A. J. Schmitt was allowed $33.20
for the installation.
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In August 1954 "Shorty" Walker was allowed $4.00 for mowing the courthouse lawn
and work around the building. Shortly thereafter, Hurricane Hazelstruck the North
Carolina coast, requiring a massive cleanup in its wake. In November Rosa Peterson and
"Shorty" Walker were paid $12.00 and $14.00, respectively, for cleaning in the
courthouse. In December 1954 Lee Cooper was paid $2.50 for cleaning restrooms and
windows in the courthouse, and "Shorty" Walker was paid $2.00 for cleaning the
courtroom.
F. BLACKS EMPLOYED BY THE COUNTY
"Shorty" Walker, Rosa Peterson, and Lee Cooper, all mentioned above, were African
Americans residing in the Swan Quarter area. Over the years the county employed many
local African-Americans, several of whom, Lee Keys and Bennie Blount, were engaged
in positions with regular salaries. Cemore Harris provided services on a somewhat
regular basis, but not on the formal contractual basis as the above mentioned men.
Others provided cleaning services, did odd jobs, and assisted in repair efforts on an ad
. hoc basis. Appearing in the BeC records in the latter capacity were Booker T. Sanders,
Gus Farrow, Lee Keys, Beadie Fonville, Mary Cooper, Randolph "Boots" Brown,
Alma Holloway, nee Green, Janie Credle, Lessie Farrow, Sandy "Duck" Slade, Tom
Blount, Alfred Thigpen, Metrah Blount, James Green, Willie Spencer, Monroe
Silverthorne, Percy McCabe, and Bill Simmons. Silverthorne was from the Sladesville
area, and the others resided in the Swan Quarter area.
The earliest recorded employment occurred in 1935, when James Green and Willie
Spencer performed labor at the county home. This was followed by the engagement of
Metrah Blount and Bill Simmons· in 1937 for construction labor on the Agriculture
Building. Many years later, in September 1962, the BCC appointed C. R. (Clinton)
Downing, Principal of the O. A. Peay School in Swan Quarter, to the Advisory Board of
the county's Overall Economic Development Program.
G.1955
Cemore Harris had tended the courthouse lot and performed odd jobs in the early 1950s.
The county began to employ him on a more regular basis in 1955. In Janumy 1955 he
was paid $2.00 for cleaning the restrooms maintained for blacks, Booker T. Sanders 50
cents for cleaning the courthouse, and "Shorty" Walker 30 cents for cleaning windows.
In February 1955 "Shorty" Walker was paid $2.50 for cleaning the courtroom and
restrooms.
In April 1955 Cemore Harris was allowed $14.25 for cleaning the courthouse,
courtyard, and restrooms maintained for blacks. In May 1955 Cemore Harris was paid
$2.62 for cleaning the courthouse and restrooms for blacks, and $14.60 for cleaning the
courthouse and courtyard. In June 1955 Cemore Harris was allowed $6.50 for cleaning
the courthouse and courtyard, plus $4.50 for cleaning the courthouse and the restrooms
for blacks, and Lee Peterson was allowed $12.00 for cleaning the courthouse. In July
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1955 Cemore Harris was allowed $18.75 for cleaning the courthouse and courtyard and
$3.00 for cleaning the restrooms.
Three hurricanes, Connie, Diane, and lone, rose up out of the ocean in 1955 with a
roaring ferocity that made it seem all of nature's forces had concentrated their collective
powers against the state's coastal regions. Part of the cleanup efforts were successive and
futile, and reinforced the need for a full term janitor to maintain the public buildings and
the courthouse lot.
In August 1955 Cemore Harris was paid $16.13 for work around the courthouse, and
another $15.75 in September. In October 1955 Cemore Harris was paid $19.25 for
cleaning in the courthouse and courtyard and in the restrooms, and Gus Farrow was paid
$1. 00 for cleaning in the courthouse. In November 1955 Cemore Harris was paid $12.25
for cleaning the courthouse, courtyard, and the restrooms, and work on the water spigot,
and John M. (Johnny) Berry was paid $8.30 for glass and putty for repairing windows.
In December 1955 Cemore Harris was paid $3.00 for cleaning in and around the
courthouse.
H. 1956-57

Lee Keys appeared in the records during 1956, performing odd jobs around the
courthouse square that transitioned into a full time janitorial position in 1957.
In January 1956 Cemore Harris was paid $1.00 for cleaning the courthouse. In February
1956 Lee Keys was paid $4.00 for cleaning the courthouse, and Cemore Harris $1.50
for burning trash. In March 1956 Lee Keys was paid $3.25 for cleaning the courthouse,
and in April 1956 $7.50 for work in the courthouse and in the courtyard. In June 1956 A.
J. Schmitt was paid $9.50 for repairing a courthouse restroom, and Lee Cooper and
Beadie Fonville were paid $9.00 each for cleaning the courthouse. In July 1956 Lee
Keys was paid $33.00 for mowing and cleaning the courtyard lot and the courthouse, and
spraying, which marked the beginning of his steady employment at more than nominal
rates.

Lee Keys was paid $59.20 and $44.50, in August and October 1956, respectively, for
working in the courthouse and courtyard, although the latter amount included labor in the
jail. From November 1956 through December 1957 he was paid $455.25 for his janitorial
services, including mowing and labor on the pump housing and in other buildings on the
courthouse lot in addition to his normal duties of cleaning the public buildings and
working around the courtyard.
In February 1957 Leland Carawan was paid $22.75 for repairs to the water pump, and
in March Linwood Cuthrell was paid $600.00 for work in the courthouse and
Agriculture Building, and another $600.00 in April for the same. In June 1957 Lee
Cooper and Beadie Fonville were paid $9.00 each for cleaning the courthouse.
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I. 1958-61
During 1958 and 1959 Lee Keys was paid $680.00 for his services in maintaining the
public buildings and the courthouse lot. The cleaning tandem of Lee Cooper and Beadie
Fonville were engaged once in both 1958 and 1959 to give the courthouse a thorough
cleaning, each receiving $12.00 per occasion.
For all of 1960 Lee Keys was paid $320.00, but the county was forced to expend greater
sums for preventive maintenance and repairs in the latter half of the year.
In August 1960 the BCC recognized that certain courthouse repairs - galvanized wire
reinforcements on three sides, a coat of cement mortar, and all windows to be puttied and
painted - needed to be made, and, the following month, accepted the bid of Ambrose
Construction Company for $3,400.00. Hurricane Donna battered the coast in September
1960, and wreaked havoc in the process, flooding the town of Swan Quarter and
disrupting the entire county.
The cleanup began immediately after the tide waters receded. In October Sidney Arthur
Credle was paid $14.00 for hauling dirt, Albert L. Rice $30.00 for repairing windows
and the heater, Cernore Harris $5.25 for cleaning, and Homer Jarvis and Percy
Carawan $2.50 for repairing the door to the Register of Deeds office. A Swan Quarter
mercantile establishment, A. Cahoon & Son, operated by Ray Cahoon, received $160.98
for supplies for the courthouse, jail, and the Agriculture Building, an amount -net of a 12
percent discount offered to the county. In November 1960 Beadie Fonville and Mary
Cooper were paid $12.00 each for cleaning the courthouse.
BCC records reflect that Lee Keys, during 1961, was paid $25.00 a month through
August, a total of $200.00, and $10.00 in September. He received lower payments in the
latter part of 1961, and Randolph "Boots" Brown was paid in October ($22.00) and
November ($9.00) for mowing the courthouse lot.
Meanwhile normal maintenance and cleaning activities had been going on. In May 1961
A. J. Schmitt was allowed $26.00 for plumbing work in the courthouse and jail, Nat
Credle and Albert L. Rice $45.00 for painting the Clerk's room and hall, and A. Cahoon
& Son $100.00 for supplies for all public buildings.
In July 1961 Lessie Farrow and Alma Holloway were allowed $10.00 each for cleaning
the courthouse, and in November Lessie Farrow and Janie Credle received $6.00 each
for the same.
J. 1962 COURTHOUSE ADDITION
In March 1957 the BCC addressed the serious issue of additional space required by
various county offices. Enlarging the courthouse would cost between $30,000.00 and
$50,000.00, and a request was made of the County Representative in the State
Legislature, the Honorable Dick O'Neal, to pursue legislation that would authorize the
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county to enact a levy to finance the project's cost. The budget for the fiscal year ending
in June 1958 included a levy of 10 cents per $100.00 valuation of property. The levy was
collected four years, and a legislative extension allowed the county to continue the
collection effort to raise the needed funds.
Discussions about an expansion of the courthouse facility had ensued over the
intervening years, and in January 1962 Robert H. Stephens and Aldo B. Cardelli,
owners of an architectural finn based in New Bern, presented a preliminary draft, and the
BCC authorized them to complete the plan. Finalized plans were approved in March, and
the bidding process for a two-story addition of approximately 4,800 square feet was
opened. By April the minutes referred to it as an annex, and, in effect, the project became
a one-story addition connecting the courthouse with the Agriculture Building.
In April the BCC accepted the bid of a Kinston company, Fred C. Gardner Company,
Inc., of $46,400.00. The plumbing bid of $3,387.00 of Corey Plumbing Co. of
Williamston, the heating bid of Kinston Plumbing and Heating of $11,111.00, and the
electrical bid of Davis Electrical Company of New Bern for $3,490.00 were also
accepted. The architects were allowed a total of $2,897.46, based on total contracts of
$64,388.00. All of these contracts bore a date of June 1, 1962.
The work progressed during the summer of 1962, and a fonnal dedication ceremony was
held in November 1962. The annex housed the new office of the Clerk of the Court,
which freed up additional space for the office of the Register of Deeds in the old
building. According to an article in the Washington Daily News, dated November 12,
1962, late changes to the original plan brought the total project cost to $68,562.21, an
amount that included the architectural fees.
K. 1962-66

Lee Keys served as the courthouse janitor until the latter part of 1966. Most of the 1962
entries indicate a monthly salary of $20.00, an amount that was elevated to $40.00 in
January 1963. As of April 1963 the county began withholding Social Security payments
from his paycheck.
In June 1962 Lessie Farrow and Alma Green were paid $8.00 each for cleaning the
courthouse. During the summer and fall of 1962 Henry Harris was engaged to do the
mowing at $7.00 per week. In April 1963 Albert L. Rice was paid $63.00 for painting
the Register of Deed's office.
In June 1964 Janie Credle, Alma Holloway, and Lessie Farrow were paid $57.80 for
cleaning the courthouse and other buildings, and Henry Harris was paid $40.00 for
mowing (he had received $30.00 in May for mowing the courthouse lawn and the
Welfare Department lawn). Throughout the summer and fall of 1964, 1965, and 1966
Henry Harris was contracted to provide mowing services on county property.
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In October 1965 Sandy "Duck" Slade was paid $11.00 for working on the restroom in
the courthouse.
In December 1966 J. B. Reynolds was allowed $220.00 for labor on the courthouse roof
and other work.

1. 1967-83
As of April 1967 Bennie Blount was paid $55.00 weekly, less Social Security, for
janitorial services.
Courthouse repair work was undertaken in late 1967 and early 1968. The BCC allowed
O. W. Berry and C. E. Williford a total of $923.75 for courthouse repairs in January and
February 1968. Enterprise Lumber & Supply Co. was allowed $1,413.30 for courthouse
repair materials, and R. S. Spencer $138.93 for floor covering for the county
accountant's office. In April 1968 the BCC ordered that the third floor of the courthouse
be repaired and that shelves be constructed to preserve historical records.
In May 1968 Tom Blount was paid $300.00 for installing lines for the water system
.
serving the public buildings on the courthouse lot.
In October 1969 Troy Mayo was allowed $173.95 for installing air conditioning in the
courtroom and $397.75 for repairing the septic tank on the courthouse lot. In January
1970 Riddick & Windley, a Belhaven establishment, was allowed $701.10 for materials
relating to the electrical wiring project at the courthouse, and Troy Mayo was paid
$200.00 for his labor on the project.
In January 1971, Julian Harris had been allowed $75.00, Elwood Bowen $45.00, and
Sandy "Duck" Slade $59.50 for furnace repairs. In April 1971 Kinston Heating and
Plumbing was allowed $1,483.67 for materials and labor in repairing the courthouse
boiler. In March and April 1972 further furnace repairs and materials were allowed, with
Sandy "Duck" Slade receiving $12.00, Dixon Heating and Air Conditioning $26.00 for
an ignition transfonner and $28.12 for a stock switch, Moss Planing Mill $57.20, Kinston
Heating & Plumbing Co. $122.00 for repairs to the oil bruner, and Elwood Bowen
$25.85 for work on the furnace and switch.

In April 1973 Robert F. Randalls, the local Methodist minister residing in Swan
Quarter, was allowed $163.51 for construction on the office where the vault was housed.
In May 1983 Thomas C. Berry was awarded the contract to repair the courthouse roof at
a cost of $6,500.00, and in September 1983 the BCC accepted the bid of Bowman
Contracting to paint the courthouse at a cost of $2,116.00.
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III. COUNTY JAIL
A. SUBSTANDARD CONDITIONS
The jail structure had deteriorated during the 1920s to a point that forced the BCC to
pursue an altemate means of housing prisoners. In January 1930 a letter from Kate Burr
Johnson, a state official, to W. W. (Warren) Watson, Chainnan of the Hyde County
BCC, read as follows: "I appreciate the embarrassing position in which the Hyde County
Board of Commissioners find themselves in regard to making temporary provision for
prisoners. I will say for this department we will be glad to have you do the best you can
for your prisoners in the Hyde County jail until penllanent arrangements can be made,
provided there are no unusual fire hazards to be considered."
The minutes to a March 1930 BCC meeting reveal that the jail has been condemned as
unsafe with the county being authorized to use the facility in case of emergencies.
Arrangements were made to house a prisoner charged with murder in the Pitt County jail
until the May Superior Court convened. Pitt wasn't the only county that accommodated
Hyde County's jail needs, as the BCC, in April 1930, authorized a payment of $222.50 to
Beaufort County for housing prisoners.
B. 1930-33

The Grand Jury Report of the Spring Term 1930 directed that the jail be repaired to
comply with state requirements. The report from the October Term 1930 addressed the
issue more urgently and seemed to suggest the jail was being utilized for routine
incarcerations and not just for emergencies: "We have examined the jail and found same
in bad condition, whites and colored, men and women all mingling together."
Apparently, the county honored the 1930 recommendations in the breach, as the Grand
Jury Report of May Tenn 1931 repOlied that the jail was in bad condition and unsafe with
broken walls apt to collapse at any moment, and made the grim summation, "We
recommend that it be abandoned and condemned."
No record of expenditures was recorded, but jail repairs were undertaken or the Grand
Jury Report of the Fall Term 1931 overlooked the deficiencies reported in May when it
reported that the interior was in fair condition with some exterior work still needed. It
appears to have been the latter, as the Grand Jury Report issued during the Spring 1932
Term found the jail unsafe for prisoners, and surmned up the situation thusly: "We
recommend that something be done as soon as possible to have a better and safer jail."
Presumably, additional repairs were made along the way in response to this urgent
recommendation, but the only one on record during 1932 is a $4.00 payment in July to
M. W. Vaughan for painting jail cells.
The Grand Jury Report of the Fall Tenll 1932 found the jail in need of one stove and
basic bed fumishings. The Report went on, "We recommend that quarters for whites be
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separated from coloreds [sic] ..." In May 1933 the BeC authorized J. M. (Johnny) Berry
$1.55 for work on jail windows and cells, and M. W. Vaughan $5.00 for whitewashing
in the jail and elsewhere around the courthouse. The Grand Jury, in its May 1933 Report,
pronounced the jail in good sanitary condition, but the following fall departed from this
sanguine assessment when it classified the interior as acceptable and the external
cesspool as unsanitary.
C. 1934-37
The BCC, in March 1934, directed that the sheriff maintain one room exclusively for
white prisoners, and, in May, _ _ Duke and _ _ Boomer were allowed $4.00 each for
labor in the jail, quite possibly for the previously recommended work. The Grand Jury
Report of the Spring Term 1934 found the facility unsafe for prisoners and recommended
a fence to keep citizens off the premises. The Report of the Fall Term 1934 reiterated its
finding that the jail was unsafe for prisoners, categorized a nearby cesspool as a public
nuisance, and recommended closing it and building a public toilet on the site.
The BeC was confronted with the reality of a county jail that did not meet state
requirements, as outlined in a work entitled "Report on Hyde County Jail," dated January
18, 1935. Fortunately, funding from the Federal Public Works Fund was available, once
blueprints and cost estimates were completed.
In spite of the January 1935 report, the Grand Jury Report of the May Term 1935 found
the jail in fair condition, with its recommendations limited to window screens and a tank
or barrel for water in case of fire. The Grand Jury Report the following October found the
jail in reasonable sanitary condition, considering the lack of a sewage system and in need
of repairs to the downstairs, a lock on the outside steel door, and an interior water tank in
case of fire.
In May 1936 the BCC authorized a payment of$3.00 to Robert Cowan for work on the
jail, and in July R. H. Tunnell was paid $7.01 for lumber, materials, and labor.

The Grand Jury Report of the October Term 1936 recommended screened windows to
make the prisoners more comfortable. In February 1937 J. M. Long was allowed $18.63
for materials and labor in making jail repairs, and in March 1937 J. M. (Johnny) Berry
was allowed $8.55 for screens and labor at the jail.

D. DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW JAIL (1937-40)
1. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

By 1937 it had become apparent that the old jail was becoming increasingly unsafe. The
Grand Jury Report ofthe May Term 1937 described the interior as in good condition, but
found the structure in a deteriorating state with large cracks six or more inches wide that
rendered it unstable. The Report emanating from the October Term 1937 was equally
negative, classifying the jail as in such bad condition that it was apt to collapse at any
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time. Fortunately, it was not being occupied at the time. The Grand Jury recommended
that county officials meet with the W. P. A. to develop a plan for the construction of a
new facility or rebuilding the present one.
The BCC advocated a new facility, and directed W. W. (Warren) Watson to confer with
Penal Institute officials in Raleigh regarding a new jail and with the Local Govemment
Commission regarding a bond issue to finance the county's portion of the total cost. By
April 1938 the county had met with W. P. A. officials and concluded that a new jail was
the more viable option. The jail had become unusable in the meantime, and in May the
BCC approved a payment of $131.25 to Beaufort County for caring for Hyde County
prisoners, the first of ongoing payments to house prisoners in other correctional institutes.
The BCC, in April 1939, appointed C. L. (Claude) Bonner to supervise the construction
of a new jail, which was yet another W. P. A. project in the county, and approved a
payment of$38.50 to J. R. (Joe) Mason for lumber used to construct a tool shed on the
premIses.
2. 1939 CONSTRUCTION
In May the BCC approved a series of payments relating to the construction of the new
jail: R. B. Carawan $21.00 for 210 bushels of sand; Ben Midyette and C. L. Sawyer
$71.50 for 715 bushels of sand; Nat Credle and Loddie Jarvis $64.20 for 642 bushels of
sand; O. G. Overton $16.70 for 167 bushels of sand; John Gaskins $24.00 for 240
bushels of sand; Elmo Swindell $61.25 for 612 1h bushels of sand and $39.48 for hauling
1,974 bushels of sand from the Swan Quarter dock to the j ail site; and F. L. Voliva
Hardware Co. of Belhaven $731.22 for cement and Bixment.
The BCC approved a further round of payments in June 1939, as follows: Arthur Bailey
$2.70 as a bricklayer; Robert D. Williams and Sam Boomer Jr. $47.50 each, Leo
Cuthrell and William Swindell $2.80 each, and Harry Quidley $1.80, all for
unspecified labor; and Williams & Williams $16.72 for roofing, $1.20 for nails, $44.00
for truck rental, less lumber from the old jail for B. W. (Warren) Williams valued at
$5.00 and for Effron A. Williams valued at $4.75, making a net rental payment of
$34.75.
In July 1939 the BCC approved payments for unspecified labor of $50.00 each for Sam
Boomer Jr. and Bob Williams,and $2.40 each for Leo Cuthrell and William Swindell.
In August 1939 the BCC approved a Jail Building Fund of$12,443.37 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1940.
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The BCC, also in August, approved the following payments: J. M. Long $67.92 for
electrical wiring; Sam Boomer Jr. and Bob Williams $104.50 each as bricklayers;
William Swindell $9.90, J. o. Jarvis $5.35, Leo and Russell Cuthrell $16.60 total,
and Norfleet Cuthrell $3.00, all for unspecified labor; and Malcolm Jarvis $12.15 as a
bricklayer.
The BCC approved in September 1939 the following payments: Sam Boomer Jr. and
Bob Williams $95.00 each; Leo Cuthrell $9.80; William Swindell $10.80; Norfleet
Cuthrell $10.65; Malcolm Jarvis $12.30; John Gaskins $30.00 for 250 bushels of sand
(including freight); and M. O. (Milton) Carawan $38.18 for freight on steel and steel
products delivered.
Amounts approved in October were as follows: Williams & Williams $9.51 for
materials; F. L. Voliva Hardware Co. $333.33 for copper wire, terra cotta pipe, asphalt,
roof materials, and other supplies; Pruden Steel Company $576.11 for steel; J. L. (Joe)
Tunnell $24.07; and J. R. (Joe) Mason $10.72 for lumber.
The county sought bids on installing the jail cell system. The lowest bidder was Roanoke
Iron & Bridge Works, Roanoke, VA, with a bid of$5,700.00, and this was accepted. The
ensuing contract required the county to furnish the labor.
Payments approved in November 1939 were as follows: Berry Company $41.76 for
unidentified materials and $30.50 for glass; Moss Planing Mill $11.25 for lumber and
other materials; F. L. Voliva Hardware Co. $65.45 for drain tile, pipe, cement, and other
items; and J. M. Long $45.68 for work on the vents and supplies.
Payments approved in December 1939 were as follows: J. L. (Joe) Tunnell $154.38 for
materials; J. M. Long $12.90 for meter work and other jail fixtures; and Williams &
Williams $2.18 for supplies and $63.25 truck rental. In January 1940 the BCC approved a
payment of $19.80 to T. F. Swindell for labor at the jail.
3. COMPLETION IN 1940
The county was using the new facility by March 1940, as evidenced by payments made to
Branch Spencer, jailer, in April. Also in April the BCC approved $3.00 paid to Guy
Bishop for making and sharpening a chisel used in the construction process, and
payments to J. M. Long of$184.44 for plumbing material and $30.00 for labor in
installing the plumbing. In May John Gaskins was paid $60.00 ror 500 bushels of sand,
including freight. J. M. Long was allowed $41.23 in May and another $76.74 in July,
both for plumbing supplies.
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E. ONGOING MAINTENANCE (1940-56)
1. 1940-46
The BCC addressed several jail issues in July 1940. Prisoners were being allowed to
roam inside at will, raising concern about damage to the new facility, which motivated
the Board to order the sheriff to secure them in cells allocated to the different races and
prisoner classifications.
In April 1941 F. L. Voliva Hardware Co. was allowed $25.00 for the jail account. In
April 1942 J. M. Long was allowed $15.85 and C. R. (Rouse) Lupton Sr. $73.50 for
6,000 shingles for work on the jail. In September 1942 the BCC allowed $52.78 paid to
the F. L. Voliva Hardware Co.
In March 1943 J. M. Long was allowed $3.50 for installing a motor and $4.25 for
repairing jail equipment. The Grand Jury Report of the May Tenn 1943 recommended
painting the jail walls, and in September 1943 Fenner Cherry was paid $22.30 for the
work. In October 1943 he was paid an additional $18.00 for painting in the jail.
The BCC approved $16.69 to the Berry Company for paint for the jail in September
1944, and, the following November, $84.70 to Fenner Cherry for the actual work of
painting in the jail. In May 1945 Fenner Cherry was allowed $2.00 for installing
window panes. In March 1946 Fenner Cherry was allowed $2.00 and Leland Carawan
$21.25 for working on the pump and heater. In June 1946 Fenner Cherry was allowed
'$14.00 for cleaning and painting in the jail.
The Grand Jury Report of the October Tenn 1946 had found the j ail in good condition,
although it recommended that the bars in one cell needed to be repaired. In February
1947 the BCC authorized a payment of $51.30 for labor on the jail to Fenner Cherry,
who by this time was the jailer. In March 1947 he was paid $66.00 for painting, cleaning
the interior and exterior, and other general repairs, and in April another $1.50 for
installing window panes. Also in April 1947 Leland Carawan was paid $10.00 for
welding, presumably to repair cell bars. In August 1947 A. J. Schmitt was paid $5.75 for
repairing the wiring in the jail.
2.1947 FIRE AND 1948 REPAIRS
In November 1947 there was a fire inside the jail, and the Board authorized that Williams
& Williams be paid $31.41 for supplies for the jail, and A. J. Schmitt $17.25 for labor in
the jail and travel expenses. In December Fenner Cherry was paid $22.40 for painting in
the jail, Branch Spencer $6.00 for cleaning and repairing, and Alfred Thigpen 75 cents
for his labor. Also in December the BCC awarded $6.00 to Herbert Freeman, a prisoner
at the time of the fire, for personal belongings lost to fire and smoke damage.
Four replacement mattresses and blankets were ordered from Quinn-Miller and Co., and
the BCC authorized a payment of $52.00 for them. The fire may have been caused by the
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oil heater because A. J. Schmitt was allowed $21.00 in March 1948 for repairing it. Also
in March Branch Spencer was allowed $9.60 for four days labor in the jail repairing the
stove and the plumbing, plus other general labor in the courthouse. In April 1948 Fenner
Cherry was paid $23.00 for painting and putting up sheet rock. In May 1948 Nat
Credle and Homer Jarvis were paid a total of$100.80 for 112 hours painting in the jail.
In June 1948 the pair was paid $21.60 each, and E. Brickhouse $12.60, for work on the
jail screens, fIxing the courtroom lock, whitewashing trees, and cleaning out public
buildings.
3.1949-56
In June 1949 Nat Credle and Homer Jarvis were paid $30.60 each for painting the
inside ofthe jail and the Patrolman's office. The paint and supplies were purchased from
Williams & Williams for $41.67.

In April 1953 R. D. (Don) Harris was awarded the contract for painting the jail interior,
and was paid $181.65 for labor in May, using materials purchased from J. L. (Joe)
Tunnell at a cost of $109.04.
In October 1954 the Berry Company was allowed $18.25 for glass and putty for window
repairs, and in November "Shorty" Walker was allowed $3.00 for installing window
panes. In March 1955 Leland Carawan was allowed $10.00 for welding jail cell bars.
Several more jail payments were allowed in April 1955: Monroe Silverthorne $5.00 for
cleaning in the jail yard and cutting shrubbery, and Tilman Jarvis $3.00 for fIxing a
window.
In January 1956 Percy McCabe was paid $1.00 for cleaning in the jail.
F. JAIL REPAIRS AND OTHER UNSPECIFIED FACILITY MAINTENANCE
UNDERTAKEN BY ROBERT F. RANDALLS (1973-75)
The BCC minutes are devoid of any jail repairs until the Grand Jury Report of the
October Term 1973 recommended the installation of a shower, the repair of a toilet,
repainting the interior, ventilation, and the repair of the heater. An overhaul of the jail
ensued, spearheaded by Robert F. Randalls, who was allowed $238.00 in January 1975,
$1,008.00 in February, $2,518.00 in March, and $566.64 in April. Randalls was assisted
by John Brickhouse and possibly by J. D. Sears, both of whom had been appointed to
work in the courthouse and jail under a Manpower Grant.
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In addition to payments received in connection with the jail, Randalls was allowed
$852.21 for unspecified labor from April through November 1975, and $103.48 for labor
on an unidentified stairway in April. In April 1975 Sherwin-Williams was allowed
$11.55 for paint for the j ail and $37.44 for spackling. In June 1975 a charge of $259.69
against the Courthouse Building Fund, used to pay for repairs of all public county
buildings, was allowed for unspecified purposes. In November 1975 Williams /fL
Williams was allowed $110.85 for materials for the courthouse and other buildings:
G. 1980s - NEW SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND OCRACOKE JAIL
In September 1983 the BCC approved an architectural plan to construct a new sheriffs
office connected to the jail. The plan alone cost $9,000.00, and in May 1984 the BCe
accepted the bid of Gardner Construction Company to build the new facility at a cost of
$84,756.00. In December 1984 the BCC signed a contract for the construction of ajail in
Ocracoke.
IV. PUBLIC PRIVY NEAR THE JAIL
A. 1931-34
For years a public toilet had been maintained on the courthouse lot near the jail. Health
issued caused by the privy had arisen, and the Grand Jury Report of the May Term 1931
cited the facility's unsanitary condition and a nearby cesspool of jail refuse. The
deplorable condition of the privy was not addressed, and the Grand Jury Report of the
Fall 1931 Term recommended its immediate removal from the courtyard and the
purchase of another site for the construction of a privy for whites. Furthermore, the Fall
1931 Report recommended that the current privy on the courthouse lot, scheduled for
removal, be used going forward for blacks and that the two facilities be marked "Whites
Only" and "Colored Only."
The Board finally took steps to resolve the matter of the privy, and in May 1932 directed
J. E. Jarvis, BCC Chairman, to lease, purchase or condemn a tract of marsh land from
the Berry Company or the S. S. (Silas) Lupton heirs as a site for a new facility. The
Grand Jury Report, issued in the Spring 1932 Term, once again called attention to the
unsanitary nature of the privy and recommended that it be moved.
In June 1932 the Bce approved $1.00 paid to G. B. (George Bell) Carawan to install
doors on the public toilet, and in October 1932 ordered that it be discontinued, moved,
and sold. This order was carried out, but motivated the Grand Jury to include in its Fall
Term 1932 Report a reference to the absence of a public toilet on the county property and
the recommendation that one be provided. In Apri11933 the BCC authorized J. W.
Jarvis to construct a new one, and in May approved a payment of $2.50 for work on the
toilet. Meanwhile, the minutes of a June 1933 BCC meeting reference a lease negotiated
with the S. S. (Silas) Lupton heirs for a public toilet site on the Landing Road.
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The new public toilet on the courthouse lot suffered from misuse and lack of care, and the
Grand Jury Report of the Fall Term 1933 classified it as unsanitary and recommended
removal or cleansing. The BCC, following the Grand Jury's lead, ordered, in February
1934, that the toilet, located at the right end of the courthouse, be remodeled and
equipped with inside and outside bars to enable users to secure it, and then be removed to
the county home for white inmates. The Grand Jury Report of the Spring Term 1934
found the courtyard privy unsanitary and recommended the destruction of the unsanitary
public toilet on the Lupton property on the Landing Road in Swan Quarter.
B. 1935-49
In April 1935 J. R. (Joe) Mason was allowed $7.81 for lumber for the public toilet on
the courthouse grounds. Other material and supplies at a cost of $6.92 were furnished by
the Berry Company. In May 1935 T. M. (Tommy) Credle was allowed $6.30 for labor
in repairing the privy.
The Grand Jury Report of the May Term 1935 recommended the immediate construction
of two four-hole toilets with a man hired to tend them on public days. The BCC
approved, in September 1935, a payment of $4.37 to M. O. (Milton) Carawan for 226
feet of lumber destined for use in constructing the two toilets on the courthouse lot. The
Grand Jury Report ofthe May 1938 Term found the public toilets in bad shape and
recommended that an attendant be put in charge of their maintenance and care.
These public facilities remained a problem, being cited several times in Grand Jury
Reports, including that of the May Term 1942. A year later, in May 1943, the Grand Jury
Report once again found the public facility in an unsanitary condition. Two toilets were
in the same enclosure, and the Report recommended a new toilet for black women at a
proper distance from the one for black men. The Grand Jury Report of the October Term
1943 reiterated its prior recommendation for a new toilet, and further recommended
covers for the toilet seats in the existing facility. The Grand Jury Report of the October
Term 1946, as usual, found the public toilet in an unsanitary condition. The May 1947
Report recommended the immediate demolition of the outdoor privy. In February 1949
M. O. (Milton) Carawan was allowed $4.68 for 92.67 feet oflumber for repairing the
outdoor facility.
C. NEW OUTDOOR FACILITY (1950) AND ONGOING MAINTENANCE

In March 1950, the BCC accepted the bid of Schmitt Electric Shop (operated by A. J.
Schmitt), an Engelhard enterprise, to construct an outdoor concrete block toilet with two
compartments and indoor toilets in the courthouse at a cost of $2,089.34. The outdoor
facility was destined for the use of blacks.

Once the new outdoor facility was completed, the BCC minutes contained no reference to
it until the 1960s. The Grand Jury Report of the May 1961 Term recommended repairing
the exterior walls of the toilet maintained for blacks, for which N at Credle was paid
$100.00 in December 1961. That was the last reference in the minutes to the privy.
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V. COUNTY HOME PROPERTY

A. EARLY CONTRACTS WITH J. S. (JIM) BRINN
The BCC decreed, in January 1930, that J. S. (Jim) Brinn, county home keeper, be
allowed to cultivate the farm on the property with full use of the team and implements
owned by the county. The county was to furnish the com for the horse and Brinn the hay.
The agreement required Brinn to tum over all crops to the county and obligated the
county to pay him $40.00 a month for operating the farm and providing other services
that entailed taking care of the home, and cooking for and attending to the inmates.
This agreement was renewed in December for 1931, and then modified in July 1931, with
Brinn to receive $10.00 per month and all proceeds from the county farm accruing to
him, effective in 1932. The July order was amended in January 1932 to the effect that
Brinn was to receive $20"00 per month and all proceeds from the farm, while being
required to provide milk, poultry, vegetables, and eggs to county home inmates.
B. 1930-32
The Grand Jury Report of the Spring Term 1930 recommended several repairs to the
county home property, i.e., patching the roof of the home for blacks, repairing the piazza
of the keeper's home, and replacing, or restoring, the piazza of the home for whites.
Apparently, some of these issues were resolved, as the Grand Jury stated in its October
1930 report, "We have examined the County Home and found same fairly kept. One
inmate and one cow on the farm." An order from the BCC in November 1930,
authorizing payments for work at the county home of$13.00 for carpentry to J. E. Jarvis
and $2.00 for painting to Fenner Cherry, provides further evidence of at least a partial
resolution of the earlier issues.

J. S. (Jim) Brinn undertook fencing on the property and, in January 1931, the BCC
authorized him $5.00 for 50 fence posts. In spite of this and earlier work on the facilities,
the Grand Jury Report of the May Term 1931 specified the need for repairs to the kitchen
chimney and the bad condition of the roof of the "colored department," a holdover issue
from a year earlier. The Fall 1931 Tenn Report described the condition of the county
home as fair with some external repairs needed.
The Grand Jury Report ofthe Spring 1932 TelTIl found the county home facility well
kept. Minor repairs were suggested, and the Report recommended a keeper's salary of
$25.00 per month. No action was taken regarding the salary, and in December 1932 the
BCe renewed the agreement with the keeper, J. S. (Jim) Brinn. His salary was increased
to $30.00 per month in January with the county committing to furnish a horse for the
farm. Frank Hayes received $85.00 for a mule to comply with this commitment.
The Grand Jury RepOli of the Fall Tenn 1932 found the county home well kept, but
recommended minor repairs to prevent leaking. The May 1933 Report classified the
facility as in good condition, but recommended multiple minor repairs and
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improvements, including painting the top two rooms occupied by white inmates and
repairing the roof of the home serving as the residence for blacks.
C. HOME FOR BLACKS

During June 1933 Edmond Farrow was residing in the home for blacks temporarily to
be treated for illness. In May 1933 the BCC had ordered that the family of Luther
Brimmage vacate the premises since they were not wards of the county. In addition, the
home needed to be closed to undergo needed structural repairs. The closing was not
verified, but the records clearly indicate that repairs were undertaken during the ensuing
years.
D.1933-34
In August 1933 the BCC ordered that the Berry Company be paid $38.45 for paint and
other supplies for repairs to the county home. In September the BCC ordered that future
materials be purchased from Howard & Williams - a Swan Quarter partnership between
Onslow Howard and Benjamin W. "Warren" Williams, according to the records of
Ellen Williams - to take advantage of contractual discounts. The Grand Jury Report of
the Fall Term 1933 recommended the repair of a door and repainting. In October 1933
payments of$10.00 to M. W. Vaughan for whitewashing and $5.00 each to Bernard
Sawyer and Norfleet Ballance, less $3.50 for materials acquired from Howard &
Williams, were made at the behest of the BCC.
In December 1933 the BCC re-appointed Brinn as the county home keeper for 1934 at a
monthly salary of $30.00. The income from the farm crops accrued to Brinn, who, in
turn, was required to furnish the inmates with vegetables, meat, and milk. The Board also
addressed structural repairs and improvements, ordering the keeper's home to be painted
and some repairs made, and painting and re-flooring at the home of white inmates. The
home for black inmates needed more serious work, and the BCC directed that the
chimney be replaced, the building be elevated and underpinned, the roof shingled, and the
windows replaced.

The BCC, in February 1934, ordered that a new privy be constructed for the keeper's
family with the county to furnish the materials and the Civil Works Administration, a
federal agency, to do the work. By March 1934 piles of rubbish from mechanical work
done on the property had accumulated, and the BCC ordered that this debris and three
unused privies be removed from the property. In March the BCC also approved a $4.00
payment to _ _ Cahoon for transferring the privy from the courtyard to the county
home for white inmates. This was probably Ben Cahoon, who was allowed, the
following month, $4.00 for delivering material to the county home.
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The BCC, in April 1934, authorized J. W. Jarvis to engage T. M. (Tommy) Credle, a
carpenter by trade, to tear down the back of the home for whites and rebuild the home for
black inmates with the aid of two competent men. In June Credle was allowed $9.75 for
labor at the county home (65 hours @ 15 cents per hour), and Henry Spencer received
$1.20 and Carlton Mason $9.75. Harris Hardware was paid $30.83 for materials,
including flooring, a 14-foot ceiling, lumber, and windows. Some materials were
acquired locally, as the Berry Company was paid $10.24 and $12.21 for materials in
February and in April, respectively.
In July 1934 the BCC authorized $25.00 for Fenner Cherry to apply two coats of paint
costing $2.37 per gallon to the keeper's home. Also in July the BCC authorized T. M.
(Tommy) Credle to make certain repairs to the keeper's home and other structures.
The Grand Jury Report of the Spring Term 1934 found the county home property in good
condition with two white inmates being served. It recommended interior painting of the
home for black inmates that was being repaired at the time.
Harris Hardware billed the county $106.50 for county home supplies, which the BCC
approved in July 1934, and $15.62 for other materials, approved in August. Also in
August the BCC authorized Fenner Cherry to whitewash the homes for white and black
inmates for $16.00 with the county to furnish the materials.
The Grand Jury Report of the Fall Term 1934 found the county home in good condition
with two inmates, but did recommend a well to provide an adequate water supply.
E. 1935-37
The BCC re-appointed J. S. (Jim) Brinn as the keeper for 1935 at a monthly salary of
$20.00, based on two inmates, with an incremental $5.00 per additional inmate. In return
for receiving the county fann proceeds, his responsibilities included providing the
inmates with chickens, eggs, milk, butter, and vegetables.
The BCC, in February 1935, approved $20.00 to A. D. Swindell for digging an Artesian
well on the property and $7.99 for pipes and other materials. Labor payments of $2.00
each were approved for John H. Swindell, Carlton Mason and Leon Harris, $1.00 each
to James Green and Murray Bonner, and 50 cents to Willie Spencer. Harris Hardware
was allowed $18.51 for 99 feet of pipe and $6.00 for other supplies.
The Grand Jury Report of the May 1935 Term found the county home in good condition,
although it did classify the chimney flue as dangerous. The Grand Jury Report of the
October Term 1935 recommended a toilet for the black inmates, repairs to the fence
around the yard, and other repairs and improvements.
In December 1935 the BCC re-appointed J. S. (Jim) Brinn as the keeper for 1936,
increasing his base salary from $20.00 to $25.00 per month, and subsequently re
appointed him for 1937.
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In March 1936 the BCC directed that J. A. Polson place an order with a Hyde County
sawmill for lumber to repair the bridge and poultry house at the county home, and J.
Allen Harris received $4.50 for the delivery of 1,500 feet oflumber. In April the BCC
authorized a payment of $26.28 for 1,314 feet oflumber to Kenneth Dunbar. In May
Robert Cowan was paid $6.00 for work at the county home, and the next month Fenner
Cherry was compensated $10.50 for 30 hours of painting.
In September 1936 J. R. (Joe) Mason was allowed $9.23 for lumber for the county home
privy, an amount equal to half the invoice.

The Grand Jury Report of the October Term 1936 recommended a new Wilson heater at
the county home to lessen the risk of fire and a new fence.
The Grand Jury Report of the May Term 1937 found the county home well kept.
The BCC, in June 1937, ordered that the county furnish paint for one room at the county
home with the keeper paying for the labor, and in July directed the county to provide
soap, powder, and other materials to cleanse the entire county home facility with the W.
P. A. undertaking the labor.
In November 1937 the BCC approved anew cook stove at $26.00 acquired from J. L.
(Joe) Tunnell for use by the keeper's family with the county absorbing $6.00 of the cost
and the balance withheld from the keeper's salary at the rate of $2.50 per month until the
obligation had been met.
The Grand Jury Report ofthe October Term 1937 found the house on the west end of the
lot in good condition. The house in the center of the lot occupied by Mrs. Mary Sawyer
and Hezzie Farrow was in good condition with the rooms well kept. The house on the
east end ofthe lot occupied by the keeper was also found to be in good condition.
F. COUNTY HOME CEASES OFFICIAL OPERATIONS - 1938- INMATES MOVED
TO WASHINGTON COUNTY
In spite ofthis good report, the BCC, in January 1938, recommended closing the facility
and moving the inmates to Washington County, while permitting J. S. (Jim) Brinn and
his family to reside on the property with pennission to cultivate the farm with the county
owned implements and to use the proceeds for his own sustenance. One inmate was a
particular problem for the county, and since her father received governmental aid, the
BCC felt this relieved the county obligation of financial support.
Following up on pending arrangements with "Washington County, the BCC authorized W.
W. (Warren) Watson to negotiate an agreement, dated March 14, 1938, under which
Washington County would accept the two inmates presently making their residence in the
county home at $20.00 per month per inmate. By April the two inmates had been
relocated, and Washington County provided service to at least one inmate until 1948. In
the early 1950s Beaufort County was housing indigent Hyde County citizens. At the time
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that the inmates were relocated to Washington County in 1938, Brinn's outstanding debt
of $5.00 on the cook stove was cancelled.
The relocation of the two inmates to Washington County opened a new chapter in the
efforts to provide relief for indigents. The county still owned the property in question,
and allowed individuals and their families to reside there under various terms and
conditions going forward. After 1938 the facility, still known locally as the county home,
had no official keeper responsible for attending to other residents.
G. 1938-46
The BCC continued to inspect the county-owned property, and in May 1938 made repair
recommendations, with the W. P. A. to perforn1 some of the labor. The former keeper and
his family were allowed to reside on the property during 1939. In April the BCC
pennitted Ed Sadler and his family to reside there as well.
The Grand Jury Report of May 1941 verified that poor and indigent individuals were
being cared for in private homes within the county. The BCC decreed, in December
1941, that the main dwelling on the county home property be rented to Owen Sawyer
and his family, and authorized him to cultivate the fann, with the proviso that he care for
any inmates and maintain the buildings. The county was to provide any needed materials
for repairs. At the time various inmates remained at the Washington County facility. The
BCC reserved the right to maintain garden space for the families residing there.
In October 1942 the Bce allowed Frank Gibbs and his family to reside in the main
dwelling rent free and the full use of the farm with the exception of the garden space
reserved for the use of any other residents who may reside there in the future. In February
1943 the Bee allowed Dave Pegram to reside on the property under the same tenns and
conditions. In August 1943 the BCe allowed Sarah Sadler to reside in the home where
Jennie Johnson had resided. In February 1944 the Bce authorized Owen Sawyer to
reside rent free at the vacant county home site, provided he find a suitable place for
Jennie Mae Johnson's furniture and make all necessary repairs using materials
furnished by the county.
In June 1944 the BCC reversed earlier rulings, and decreed that Owen Sawyer and Dave
Pegram, both gainfully employed, should begin paying rent of $5.00 per month. In
November 1944 the BCe authorized Frank Gibbs and his family to reside on the
property rent free. In October 1945 the BCC agreed to allow Owen Sawyer to rent a
house on the property for $10.00 a month from October through December. In February
1946 the BCC authorized an agreement permitting Owen Sawyer to secure a $100.00
loan from the Fann Credit Administration (Emergency Crop and Feed Loan section) to
enable him to cultivate the county fann. This loan most likely was never consummated,
for the BCC, in March 1946, authorized Edward Pegram to rent the small dwelling near
the Joe Raburn [ann, previously occupied by Sawyer, for $15.00 a month for the
balance of the year.
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The BCC received various complaints about the county home property and the residents.
In December 1946 the BCC ordered the three residents, Owen Sawyer, Frank Gibbs, .
and Dave Pegram, to live peaceably or face eviction.
H. 1947-50

The BCC rulings during this and earlier periods are convoluted at best, but do provide
some insight as to which individuals and families resided on the county home property.
In January 1947 the Bce allowed Owen Sawyer to rent the small dwelling place and the
farm, provided he maintain the property with the county to provide any necessary
materials. Garden space was res~rved for the two other families. Sawyer was to receive
2/3 of the farm income with the balance accruing to the county. In November 1947
Edward Pegram was allowed to rent the small dwelling at $5.00 per month, and in
October 1948 the same dwelling was authorized for David Stanley Mason at the same
rate. Apparently, Mason didn't move in, as the same offer was made in November to R.
B. Burrus. That order was rescinded, and in the same month the offer was made to Allen
O'Neal.
In March 1949 the BCC reversed course once again and ruled that the dwelling occupied
by O'Neal would be rented to R. B. Burrus, who would also have the privilege to farm
the land with the exception of the garden space reserved to Frank Gibbs and Dave
Pegram. In October 1949 the BCC approved renting the dwelling occupied by Allen
O'Neal to him at $5.00 a month. In April 1950 the BCC approved the sale of the small
dwelling to Julian Harris for $125.00, and he moved it to a lot just west of the county
.home property.
1. FINAL COUJ\JTY HOME DEVELOPMENTS AND 1893 SURVEY

In September 1961 the BCC decreed that Allen O'Neal and Edward O'Neal be charged
$15.00 a month to reside at the county home property.
The remaining two buildings on the county home property were ultimately sold to D. W.
(Waddell) Emory in 1969 for $50.00 each. In September 1971 the county home property
site was sold to Michael Weaver for $2,940.00, a transaction recorded in Book 92, page
86, which effectively terminated the county's involvement with the site.
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The original Swan Quarter county horne property was surveyed in 1893 (Deed Book 21,
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A. PLANNING STAGE (1935-36)
The BCC, in November 1935, approved another W. P. A. project, this one involving the
construction of a brick building for agricultural offices. Several months later, in June
1936, the county took concrete steps toward the project's realization by approving
$3,000.00 for construction and another $500.00 for the installation of a lighting and water
system for the facility that came to be known as the Agriculture Building. A fonnal
agreement with the W. P. A. was concluded, and it was recorded in the BCC minutes of
July 1936 that the county agreed to provide a sum not to exceed $3,500.00, to provide
labor not available from local community relief rolls, and to guarantee clear title to the
land on which the Agriculture Building would be constructed. The total cost of the
project was estimated to be approximately $10,500.00.
The BCC minutes of October 1936 reference a $3,000.00 loan with the Engelhard
Banking & Trust Company to enable the county to comply with the project's tenns and
conditions. An entry in the November minutes indicates construction was underway with
a decision to build two outside toilets to the rear of the building, and the appointment of
W. W. (Warren) Watson to oversee the construction and to coordinate his activities
with S. W. (Sam) Boomer, W. P. A. Project Superintendent. Watson was empowered to
employ laborers, order materials, and pay all project invoices.

B. PROJECT PAYMENTS (1936-37)
The entries in the minutes of the BCC meetings over the next few months reflect an array
of diverse payments to various individuals for services rendered in the construction
process. During a time of national economic stagnation, these payments, and the
opportunity for work they represented, were surely a godsend to the individuals and their
families.
The BCC, in December 1936, approved a multitude of payments relating to the
construction of the Agriculture Building: C. S. Haines $9.60, A. D. Swindell $61.87, J.
H. (Joe) Cuthrell $73.12, John M. Berry Jr. $14.75, Tooley Cuthrell $21.87, Sam
Douglas $2.10, Willie Gibbs $14.69, Joe T. O'Neal $6.00, Jones W. Boomer $22.80,
and Sam Boomer Jr. $22.49, all for carpentry work; J. A. Alexander $68.00 for laying
brick and $60_00 for unspecified labor; the F. L. Voliva Hardware Company $18.61 for
sheet rock; Harris Hardware $45.20 for building materials; Charles Knickerbocker
$16.27 for sizing 5,425 feet oflumber; H. W. (Wilmer) Bowen $9.00 for 500 feet of2x4
lumber; American Oil and Paint Company $26.00 for roof cement; and Elliott Jarvis
$2.00 for freight on the roof cement and other materials. (According to Harvey Mason,
the aforementioned Bowen, a native of Long Acre in Beaufort County, operated ground
mills in various Hyde County locations during this era.)
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In January 1937 the BCC approved the following payments for work completed: S. W.
(Sam) Boomer $32.00, Willie Gibbs $39.69, J. M. Berry Jr. $55.75, A. D. Swindell
$110.00, Jones W. Boomer $86.00, J. H. (Joe) Cuthrell $136.56, Tooley Cuthrell
$132.81, Sam Douglas $24.30, Joe T. O'Neal $20.80, J. A. Alexander $11.68, and Sam
Boomer Jr. $15.50, all for carpentry work; A. Cahoon $9.56 for materials; Elliott
Jarvis $1.40 for freight on material acquired from Moss Planing Mill; and J. A.
Alexander $174.00 for laying bricks.
Another round of payments was approved in February 1937: Harris Hardware $30.05 for
materials; Moss Planing Mill $149.33 for shingles, door jambs, and other materials; J. R.
(Joe) Mason $22.35 for lumber; J. L. (Joe) Tunnell $4.91 for materials; Elliott Jarvis
$6.00 for freight; A. N. Bateman $150.00 for plastering; Fenner Cherry $53.30 for
painting; William B. Swindell $40.00 for 400 bushels of sand; J. A. Alexander $147.00
for laying bricks; Joe T. O'Neal $26.40, Sam Douglas $17.85, J. H. (Joe) Cuthrell
$93.12, and J. A. Alexander $5.00, all for carpentry work.
The BCC approved more payments in March 1937: Moss Planing Mill $21.50 for ceiling
and crown molding; Harris Hardware $29.15 for lime and other materials; Elliott Jarvis
$6.00 for freight on materials; F. L. Voliva Hardware Company $64.35 for nails and
other supplies; A. L. Midyette $1.92 for a crown molding bill submitted by Economy
Lumber Company; _ _ Tunnell and _ _ Jarvis $2.25 for cutting pipe; J. L. (Joe)
Tunnell $6.03 for supplies; A. N. Bateman $30.00 for plastering; J. A. Alexander
$140.00 for laying bricks; J. M. Long $176.09 for wiring and installing electrical outlets;
Fenner Cherry $28.00 for painting; and Sam Douglas $16.80, J. A. Alexander $15.00,
Joe T. O'Neal $13.20, and J. H. (Joe) Cuthrell $97.50, all for carpentry work.
The BCC transferred $300.00 from the General Fund to the W. P. A. Agricultural
Building Fund in April 1937, and another $400.00 in May, to meet cost ovelTUns. Also in
April the BCC authorized the following payments: Moss Planing Mill $144.03, J. L.
(Joe) Tunnell $37.00, and Harris Hardware $31.67, all for materials; William B.
Swindell $13.00 for 130 bushels of sand; Fenner Cherry $28.00 for painting; and J. H.
(Joe) Cuthrell $105.00, Sam Douglas $23.40, and Joe T. O'Neal $15.20, all for
carpentry work.
In May 1937 the BCC approved the following expenditures: Warren Ross $14.00 for
200 bushels of oyster shells for the septic tank line; R. L. Patrick $46.00 for 60 bags of
cement and two loads of gravel transported from Washington; William B. Swindell
$17.50 for 175 bushels of sand; the Berry Company $14.32 for materials; Moss Planing
Mill $131.41 for materials; Harris Hardware $14.05 for paint and $38.1 for pipe; J. L.
(Joe) Tunnell $4.72 for materials; Fenner Cherry $1.75 for painting; J. H. (Joe)
Cuthrell $70.00, and Sam Douglas $10.20, all for carpentry work; Clay Boomer,
Foreman, $5.60, Howard Brinn $1.32, Metrah Blount $1.32, and Bill Simmons $1.32,
all for various forms of labor on the Agriculture Building and on the grounds.

°
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The BCC, in June 1937, approved the following payments: the Berry Company $11.32
for nails and cement; William B. Swindell $12.35 for 123 Yz bushels ofsand: and Moss
Planing Mill $13.26 for lumber. In July the BCC approved the following pa~ents: J. L.
(Joe) Tunnell $1.83 for materials; Moss Planing Mill $3.15 for cypress used in the
construction; Fenner Cherry $2.45 for painting fixtures; and J. M. Long $46.99 for
plumbing materials and labor.
C. FINISHING TOUCHES (1938)

In June 1937 the Senior Women's Club of Swan Quarter, led by its President Mrs. O. L.
(Janie) Williams, committed $10.00 to help furnish seats for the auditorium with the
proviso that the group be permitted to use it for their meetings. In March 1938 the Junior
Women's Club of Swan Quarter contributed $15.00 under the same conditions. In July
1937 the BCC approved $220.00 to Quinn-Miller and Company for 200 folding chairs,
another $50.00 in October, and yet another $50.00 in March 1938.
D.

ONGOn~G

MAINTENANCE (1938-43)

In September 1938 J. M. Long was paid $24.94 for plumbing repairs.

In April 1940 Carlos Berry was paid $10.00 for installing four electrical receptacles in
the Agriculture Building, in May Sam Boomer Jr. was allowed $7.90 for repairing a
door damaged by a storm, and in June Fenner Cherry was paid $1.40 for painting the
door.
In March 1943 J. M. Long was allowed $10.75 for repairs to the pump and plumbing. In
July 1943 J. M. (Johnny) Berry was allowed $5.00 for labor and supplies for work in
the Agriculture Building. In December 1943 J. M. Long was allowed $4.63 for plumbing
repaIrs.

E. HOME DEMONSTRATION AND COUNTY AGENT OFFICES (1944)
In April 1944 Iberia Roach, Home Demonstration Agent, requested the two rooms used
by the Health Department for her use. The BCC agreed, subject to finding an appropriate
location for the Health Department, and this approval set in motion the ensuing repair
work. In July 1944 the BCC authorized payments of$60.00 to Fenner Cherry for
painting the rooms in the Agriculture Building occupied by the Home Demonstration
Agent and the County Agent, and $27.83 to F. L. Voliva Hardware Co. for materials.
Also in July J. M. Long was allowed $5.25 for repairing the plumbing in the ladies'
room. In August the BCC allowed Cherry an additional $10.00, and $11.79 to the F. L.
Voliva Hardware Co. for linoleum and other materials. In September the BCC allowed
Cherry $56~QO for painting, F. L. Voliva Hardware Co. $48.91 for plywood, lock sets,
and linoleum for the Home Demonstration Office, and the Berry Company $28.69 for
materials used in the Home Demonstration Office.
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The BCC, in October 1944, approved payments of $24.65 to J. M. Long for installing a
sink in the Horne Economics (Horne Demonstration) Department, $11.25 to S. W. (Sam)
Boomer for carpentry work, and $25.08 to the Berry Company for the fixtures. In May
1945 the BCC approved $2.80 to Fenner Cherry for work in the Home Demonstration
Agent's office and $5.60 to S. W. (Sam) Boomer for work on cabinets in this office.
Over the years these offices required attention, and the ensuing repairs are included in the
following sections.
F. ONGOING MAINTENANCE (1945-49)
In August 1945 the BCC authorized $20.63 to Williams & Williams for paint, nails, and
other materials for use in the Agriculture Building, and Fenner Cherry $91.00 for
painting. In March 1946 J. M. (Johnny) Berry was allowed $12.50 for working on the
screen doors. In April 1947 A. J. Schmitt was paid $50.40 for labor, materials, and
mileage for seven hours of labor in the Agriculture Building. In May 1948 John M.
(J ohnny) Berry was paid $3.00 for carpentry work in repairing the roof.
In June and August 1948 the Bec approved a number of payments for repairing the
water pump and plumbing serving the jail and Agriculture Building: the F. L. Voliva
Hardware Co. $98.60 for materials and labor; Branch Spencer $20.00 for assisting in the
plumbing repairs, working in the courtyard and cleaning the courthouse; Elbert Cuthrell
$2.00 for labor; and A. J. Schmitt $8.40 for parts, labor, and mileage.
In March 1949 the BCC ordered that $175.00 be appropriated to purchase a 600-gallon
water pump and a tank with a capacity of 82 gallons to serve the Agriculture Building
and jail. Leland Carawan was awarded the contract to acquire and install it.
G. ONGOING MAINTENANCE (1950-71)
In May 1950 A. J. Schmitt was allowed $84.45 for adding a drain tile and other
improvements to the septic tank.
In June 1950 Nat Credle and Homer Jarvis were paid $62.50 for painting in the offices
of the Farm Agent and the secretary to the Home Demonstration Agent. In June 1952
Leland Carawan was allowed $32.63 for repairs to the water pump system.
In November 1954 "Shorty" Walker was paid $3.00 for repairs to the water pump, and
the following month Leland Carawan was allowed $4.50 for the same. In September
1955 Leland Carawan was paid $39.70 for repairing the water pump.
In April 1960 the New Bern Building Supply Co. was allowed $53.93 for floor tile and
enamel for the Horne Demonstration Department, and in May Elwood Bowen was
allowed $11.38 for valves, nipples, and labor.
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J. B. Reynolds was allowed $152.81 in April 1967 for repairs on the Agriculture
Building.
In August 1968 Goodson Roofmg Service was allowed $688.40, and another $1,256.00
in May 1970 per a repair contract. In February 1971 Troy Lane Mayo was allowed
$858.00 for work in the Home Demonstration kitchen, installing a hot water heater, and
labor in the office.
H. ONGOING MAINTENANCE (1975)
Major repairs were undertaken in 1975. Robert F. Randalls was allowed $284.00 for
labor in the Agriculture Building and work on the transmitter. In July 1975 Moss Planing
Co. was allowed $14.77 for glazing compound and other materials for the Agriculture
Building. In August 1975 Sherwin-Williams was allowed $950.40 for paint, carpet, and
labor installing the carpet. In December 1975 Moss Planing Mill was allowed $404.44
for paint for unspecified purposes, quite possibly for the Agriculture Building.
No further references to the Agriculture Building were contained in the BCC minutes.
VII.

HEALTH DEPARTMENT

By the late 1930s a health office had been established in the Agriculture Building. In
February 1938 the BCC authorized J. M. Long to connect the water line and install
lavatories in this so called Office of Health Department, and in April approved a payment
of $51.37 to him for this purpose.
As the two Agriculture Building rooms used by the Health Department were assigned to
the Home Demonstration Office, the county had to find new space for the dislocated
department. D. L. (Dan) Berry agreed t~ rent office space in the Beny Company
Building, a proposition the Board agreed to discuss with Dr. J. J. Crawley, District
Health Officer, but it was resolved that the Health Department would locate in an old
store building owned by E. A. (Effron) Williams. The Department remained in this
small, and inadequate, space through the early 1950s.
The BCC addressed the need for a new health facility in November 1952, and approved a
plan whereby the county would pay 17% of the cost with the remaining 83% to come
from a combination of state and federal funds. The project got underway in 1953. The
amount budgeted for health expenditures for the fiscal year ending in June 1954 was
$10,620.00, up from $2,834.00 the year prior, the large increase resulting primmily from
the new facility under construction.
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In November 1953 Hopkins Brothers received $1,661.87 for plumbing the center and
$1,108.32 for heating and ventilation, and Charles C. Haynes Jr. Construction Company
was paid $5,400.00, the third installment on the contract. In April 1954 Hopkins Brothers
received another $729.68 for heating and ventilation, and in October Linwood Cuthrell
was paid $165.00 for laying the sidewalks around the center. In November he received
$6.50 for installing the drain tile under the sidewalk.
VIII.

RELIEF PROJECTS AND FEDERAL PROGRAMS (1933-41)

A. GENERAL OVERVIEW
The nation's economic condition grew more desperate as the decade of the 1930s
unfolded. By December 1932 the county was requisitioning from the American Red
Cross cloth and flour, products to enable local citizens to meet basic living needs.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was inaugurated as President in 1933, and his administration
launched numerous relief projects and established agencies to address the economic crisis
confronted by the nation, several of which played key roles in Hyde County. One of these
was the Works Progress Administration (W. P. A.), which supported several major Hyde
County projects, as we have already seen. Other federal agencies involved in Hyde
County were the Civil Works Administration (c. W. A.) and the National Youth
Administration (NYA).
The BCC, in August 1937, voted to appropriate funding to support three W. P. A.
projects. The first entailed employing needy persons to clean and make minor repairs to
public buildings, with the county providing $20.00. The second involved transcribing,
cataloguing, and indexing records in the offices of the Register of Deeds and the Clerk of
the Superior Court, a more costly endeavor that required the county to supplement the W.
P. A. effort with $187.50. As part of this project, Lina Makely organized marital records.
The third project, related to beautifying school grounds, was endowed with a funding
base of $15.00.
In January 1938 the county compensated T.M. (Tommy) Credle $4.50 for building 18
cardboard boxes for use as files in the indexing project. In March 1938 David Cox was
assigned to the W. P. A. Piano Tuning Project for six counties.
In December 1938 the BCC approved a Board of Education project to construct a school
bus garage on the grounds of the Swan Quarter High School. Federal funds were
available, and the W. P. A. would cooperate in the endeavor. The Board of Education had
to borrow $600.00 to meet the county's financial obligation.
By 1939 the W. P. A. was maintaining three lunch rooms in the county, and in January
1940 the BCC appropriated $15.00 to purchase equipment for them. In May 1940 the
BCC petitioned the State Highway Commission to complete a one-mile road around
Silver Lake with W. P. A. labor for the benefit of Ocracoke citizens.
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The BCC, recognizing the importance of the various W. P. A. projects to the county,
appointed a Planning Board in order to facilitate eligibility for them going forward.· A
copy of the May 1941 resolution was forwarded to the W. P. A. Administrator in Raleigh.
By July 1941 monthly payments of $33.00 to Elizabeth Mann were being made to
support the Engelhard Homemaking Project, an endeavor organized under the auspices of
the NYA that had been in the county for some time. The monthly allowance was
increased to $40.00 in October 1941.
In addition to these projects, the BCe spent considerable effort on various other W. P. A.
endeavors, ,any of which were completed, some of which never got off the ground, and a
few which continued after World War II began. Let us examine a few of them more
closely.
B. NEW SLADESVILLE HIGH SeHOOL (A PROJECT NEVER REALIZED)
The BCC initiated the exploratory stages of a project to construct a new white school in
Sladesville when it, in June 1935, agreed to confer with Federal Works Commission
authorities regarding a grant to finance 45% of the total cost. By August it had been
learned that a grant of$18,000.00 and a loan of $22,000.00 at 4 % p.a. were available,
contingent upon the county levying a tax to raise the funds to repay the loan, and in
September consideration was given to a bond issuance to raise the $22,000.00. The
school project stalled, and in July 1936 Sladesville citizens petitioned anew for its
development. In August the BCC agreed to pursue a loan of $22,000.00 for the
construction of a new brick high school in the community.
By January 1937 the concerns ofthe Sladesville citizens had escalated, as the application
for funding this project had been pending since 1935, and the BCe petitioned
Congressman Lindsay Warren to pursue this issue. Ultimately, the concerned
Sladesville citizens settled on repairs to the existing structure, and in April 1938 the Bee
authorized the group to negotiate with Harris Hardware for the necessary materials,
subject to a maximum cost of $700.00. This amount was placed in the school budget for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939.
Nevertheless, Sladesville citizens continued to push for a new school, and appeared
before the Bce in May 1939, all to 110 avail as they were advised that the county had no
funds for this project.

C. SLADESVILLE GYMNASIUM
As the new Sladesville school building was impractical due to the lack of available funds,
the county was forced to consider alternatives to enable the community to maintain a
proper educational facility. A compromise was reached with the construction of a new
gymnasium containing a stage, a project brought to fruition with W. P. A. aid and a
$4,000.00 loan from the State Literary Fund, the latter approved by the BCC in
November 1939. This gymnasium served the western end of the county through the 1963
64 academic year when it was replaced by the new facility at Mattamuskeet High School.
D. ENGELHARD HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
The minutes of a November 1934 BCC meeting record a motion" ... to approve of a
combined COlmnunity House and Gymnasium for the consolidated Engelhard-Lake
Landing School. Hyde County to furnish the Lake Landing school building with the
Local Relief Administration to furnish and pay carpenters and laborers to take down said
building, to furnish and pay men with team [sic] and wagons to haul the material to the
Engelhard school property, to furnish all necessary and needed building materials other
than that usable from the Lake Landing school building, to furnish and pay carpenters
and laborers to build the same into a suitable structure."
The BCC, in September 1935, appropriated $500.00 to support any or all of several
county W. P. A. projects, including this one. In November 1936 the BCC authorized a
payment of $56.50 to Harris Hardware for an Engelhard School heating system with the
W. P. A. to pay the balance of$168.50. An additional $700.00 was required to complete
this gymnasium project and a fann shop program, which forced the BCC, in April 1938,
to authorize the Board of Education to negotiate a loan of this amount.
E. SEWING ROOMS
The first reference to a sewing room project lies in the BCC January 1937 minutes with a
brief mention of Project # 1238. The county paid $12.00 a month to Mrs. Walter Jarvis
of the Lake Landing area for sewing room accommodations. In Swan Quarter the project
used the old hotel building, where the author's mother, Margaret Fisher Lupton,
completed a mattress.
These facilities provided local employment for 24 people in the county as of June 1938.
In September 1938 the BCC reported that the Lake Landing sewing room would be
provided with a truckload of wood, a heater, and the necessary pipe, with the county
providing 10 chairs, and approved $15.53 for materials.
There was also a sewing room in Ocracoke located in a building owned by B. G. O'Neal.
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F. GARDEN AND CANNING PROJECTS
Mrs. Eva Avent of Williamston, W. P. A. Supervisor of District #2, made a proposal to
the BCC in Apri11938 whereby needy persons could be employed to construct a garden
where vegetables could be cultivated and canned to provide food for impoverished
families. The W. P. A. would fmance the supervision and labor at a cost of$3,007.68
with the county providing $65.00 to purchase cans and fertilizer. The BCC submitted the
requisite application.
. The BCC minutes record a W. P. A. garden in Engelhard. Furthermore, Leewood
Lupton recalls that the W. P. A. maintained an outdoor facility on the grounds of the
Sladesville School for whites to which locals could bring their vegetables for free
canmng.
G. MOUNT OLIVEIPONZER COMMUNITY BUILDING
A group of concerned citizens appeared before the BCC in June 1938 regarding the
construction of a community center in Mount Olive where elections and civic meetings
for the greater Ponzer area would be held. The county would provide the materials, and
the W. P. A. would furnish the labor. Other meetings ensued, and in September 1938 it
was recorded in the BCC minutes that Roanoke Railroad & Lumber Co. would donate the
land.
The BCC had appropriated $500.00 for the project in June 1938, and the local group
requested an additional $300.00 in February 1939. Due to lack of available funds, the
request was denied. Nevertheless, the project was underway by the end of 1940, when the
BCC appointed W. C. Bateman to supervise the construction.
The BCC approved, in April 1941, payments of$13.96 to Bateman regarding this project
and $3.00 to Bland Gibbs for hauling sand. In May 1941 the BCC approved a payment
of $49.38 to the F. L. Voliva Hardware Co. for lumber used in the construction process.
In September 1941 the BCC approved the following bills for the community center: the
Berry Company $69.41; F. L. VolivaHardware Co. $25.00; and T. A. Brooks $ 50.00.
The BCC allowed payments on behalf ofthe community center in February 1942 of
$2.25 to Moss Planing Mill and $25.00 to F. L. Voliva Hardware Co, and another $20.00
to the latter in May. In July 1942 the BCC allowed payments of$15.00 to F. L. Voliva
Hardware Co. and $20.00 to T. A. Brooks.
In August 1942 the BCe agreed to pay half of the bill for chairs for the center in an
amount not to exceed $105.00, provided they were purchased from Quinn-Miller & Co.
In September the BCC allowed $18.99 to F. L. Voliva Hardware Co., $50.00 to T. A.
Brooks, and $105.00 to Quinn-Miller & Co.
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IX. HYDE COUNTY DEBT
The previous article, appearing in the Fall 2007 issue of High Tides, recorded the
significant debt incurred by Hyde County, especially during the decade of the 1920s.
With the onset of the Depression, and its economic difficulties, the county had difficulty
making timely debt service payments. By mid-1939 the county was in technical default
with arrearages of $23,000.00 on principal and $16,699.33 on interest, and was engaged
in discussions with the North Carolina Municipal Council, Inc. regarding a debt
restructure and new bond refinancing issues of $30,000.00 for principal and $16,000.00 .
for interest.
In August 1939 the BCC allocated $62,623.30 for debt service, the largest single item in
the budget for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940. The amount for current school
expenditures was $10,335.00, a fraction of the cost of the above figure, which conveys
the magnitude of the debt burden on the county.
A formal plan was agreed upon in September, but revised in January 1940, when the
BCC approved issues of $26,000.00 for refinancing past due principal on Road and
Bridge, Public Improvement, and Funding Bonds, $12,708.78 for refinancing interest,
and $500.00 to refinance past due school bond coupons. At this time the county was
saddled with non-school debt of $485,649.32 and school debt of$71,164.92, a staggering
totalof$556,814.24.
Uncollected taxes, which had been such a burden during the 1920s, remained a major
difficulty. The BCC reported in July 1941 that the amount of unpaid taxes was
$126,920.32, of which $13,881.39 related to levies prior to 1926 with another $52,800.27
emanating from 1940 alone.
Outstanding debt from earlier decades remained a burden through the 1950s with
payments of principal and interest being paid to two New York institutions, Hanover
National Bank and Guaranty Trust Company. The budget for the fiscal year ending in
June 1953 included debt service of $37,850.00.
The [mal installments of debt incurred during the 1920s were made in January 1962.
Benjamin D. Bartlett & Co. was paid bond principal plus interest, a total of $1,030.00, on
a Road and Bridge Bond issue dated March 1, 1922. Furthermore, a total of $14,421.50
representing principal and interest on a Public Improvement and Funding Bond issue
dated April 15, 1927 was remitted to Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York.
Once these payments were made in 1962, the county undertook other needed projects that
had been stymied by the high debt burden. Some of these, such as school consolidation
and improvements and the courthouse annex, required additional debt, but that is a
subject beyond the scope of this article.
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X. CONCLUSION
The courthouse lot appears dramatically different today than in 1930, the year that this
article picked up the thread of the two prior works. The only building from 1930 still
standing is the old courthouse, although it is not being used currently. In the past year the
county judicial structure has moved into a modern courthouse on the lot. The county
health complex has been located a mile or so outside Swan Quarter for a number of years,
and the county home was closed long ago. Various offices are located in the former O. A.
Peay School facility. The jail constructed in the late 1930s was destroyed by Hurricane
Isabelle in 2003, and torn down a few years later, along with the Agriculture Building. A
new jail near the health complex has been built, but is not yet in operation.
Further changes in the coming years are inevitable, but for the moment the courthouse lot
is complete. As mentioned above, several public facilities are located just outside Swan
Quarter, with the attendant result that county services are no longer as geographically
centralized as in the past.
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EFFORTS BEING MADE TO SAVE HISTORIC COURTHOUSE
Hyde County possesses a real jewel when it comes to historical and architectural values.
The Historic Courthouse remains as a part of the National Register of Historical
Buildings even as Hyde County's new Government Center is now completed and also
housing the majority of county offices and court facilities. Much has been said of the
future for the beautiful, old building that was initially scheduled to receive funding for
renovation and reuse. However, much has changed as the construction project for the
new county buildings took place over the past couple of years.
The Swan Quarter Service Group, a group of about thirty community-minded citizens
who organized some twenty years ago, recently undertook a project to focus on the
Historic Courthouse which is such a focal point in the county seat. We applied for a
grant with the North Carolina Rural Center to study the integrity of the building and to
see if it was worthy of reuse. We partnered with the county in this project and upon the
award of the grant funds, the county contracted with a local architect, Ben Cahoon of
Engelhard to lead the study. Along with engineers, his architectural firm Cahoon and
Kasten of Nags Head completed the study and gave their report to the county board of
commissioners in three phases. After his final report, it was concluded that the building
is indeed structurally sound and worthy of renovation and reuse.
As a part of the study conducted by Mr. Cahoon, he illustrated some proposals as to how
the historic building could be renovated for new life. His study, including a number of
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drawings and diagrams, suggests that the old courtroom and judge's chambers and jury
room be converted into an area that could house the Beaufort, Hyde & Martin Library
branch for Hyde County. Many will remember it formally being known as George
Library and located in Swan Quarter prior to Hurricane Floyd in 1999. The library
leadership has agreed that they have an interest in the possibility. The proposed uses of
the ground floor, formally housing the Register of Deeds and County Planner offices,
would include a real estate broker office, a vendor area for local crafts, an area for local
artists to actually work while visitors observe and an area that could possibly become a
small cafe typesetting serving coffee, espresso, cappuccino, etc. on a take-out basis. Of
course these are ideas and adjustinents that can be made determined by who would be
interested in renting space for their projects.
A table has been established within the study giving estimates as to costs of renovation
and how they could be funded by grants and local monies that could be put into the
project. The Swan Quarter Service Group has already begun a series of fundraisers'
trying to raise $25,000 of local monies that would represent the county citizens' part of
the funding. The group has hoped all along that the project could be accomplished
without any taxpayer funding being required. The Board of Commissioners agreed in
August to allow the Service Group some time to see what they could accomplish in the
way of funding.
Swan Quarter Service Group has facilitated the Small Towns Empowerment Project
awarded to the county, designated for the county seat, some three years ago. In that
project the area around the Government Center has been designated as "Town Center".
Swan Quarter Park is about to be constructed diagonally across from the Historic
Courthouse and to the rear of the county parking lot. It will contain an observation deck,
picnic tables and a boardwalk where tourists and visitors can stop and visit while looking
out over the Landing Road area where the center of fishing takes place. That is to be
completed in late December, 2008. The renovation and reuse of the Historic Courthouse
.would become the focal point of this development and improvement.
Much interest is being shown in the proposal for the Historic Courthouse, and it is being
seen as a really positive effort to preserve part of Hyde County's history while making
use of the project for more modern and timely projects that draw the community and
county together.
--Swan Quarter Service Group
September, 2008
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Floor Plan - First Floor - New Courthouse
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